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Computer-based Landsat iaaqe interpretation has neqlected 

the spatial organisation of the iaaqe in favour of the spectral 

and temporal organisation. A brief survey of techniques that 

exploit spatial information, including multistage sampling, is 

given. Semantically-guided region- ■erqing methods haYe been 

used successfully but they reqaire sophisticated and expensive 

list processing facilities. Similar semantic and spatial 

sensitivity can be introduced by exploiting a 

hierarchical representation of the image advocated by Kelly, 

Tanimoto and Levine. The iaage pyramid is constructed bottom-up 

with the original image as the base. Each level is a reduced 

resolution version of the level below, constructed by averaging 

the signatures of adjacent pixels at the lover level. By 

classifying pixels at the higher levels one is efficiently 

classifying semantically uniform- regions in the original i11aqe. 

If, however, a region's signature lies in the spectral overlap 

of tvo or more classes its subregions vill have to be considered 

for classification. Several refinements of this technique, 

including the use of seaantically-based region splitting and 

merging techniques at each level of the pyramid, ar ,e described. 

*Nov at Instituto di Pisica ~eorica 
Universita di Napoli, Naples, Italr 
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These techniques are used to classify forest cover types on 

Vancouver Island in a Landsat image. The results of several 

initial experiments indicate that, compared to a baseline of a 

traditional supervised 11axi■ u11-likelihood classifier, the cost 

of maintaining the pyra11id is balanced by the vast redaction in 

the number of pixel classifications. The spati~l homogeneity or 

readability of the segmented image, as measured .by the number of 

regions, is improved by a factor of three while the accuracy of 

the classification is unaffected or slightly iaproYed. When the 

region splitting and merging techniques are applied at each 

level of the image pyramid the accuracy and the readability of 

the final segmentation both increase markedly. It is thereby 

demonstrated that these pyramidal techniques offer many of the 

advantages of the semantically-driven region-aerqinq approach in 

a more flexible and .efficient fashion • . Indeed the two 

approaches have been combined to achieve sabstantial benefits 

for Landsat image interpretation. 
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1.1 ~la~sifiru.i..Q.n. I~hni.~!!~~ 

All remotely sensed images are characterized by the fact 

that the information about the scene is conveyed to the sensors 

through the spectral, spatial and temporal •ariations of the 

electromagnetic field. Landsat image processing systems relv 

most heaYily on multispectral and ■ultitemporal techniques. To 

a great extent they neglect spatial variation. This is due to 

the high cost of the few successful attempts to exploit the 

spatial context of the scene, toqethe.r with the lack of a 

substantial theory on which to base suitable techniques. ,, Most 

systems rely on the well-known multispectral Pattern Recognition 

paradigm for digital image interpretation. one way of statinq 

this approach is in decision-theoretic terms: the objective of 

the classification is to arrive at an assignment of every pixel 

to one of a number of classes in the vay that best fulfills a 

certain decision criterion. Supervised or unsupervised 

techniques can be used depending on the availability of ground 

truth data for the classes of interest. A wide variety of 

■athematical sophistications can be added to the classification 

model without changing its essence. 

The fundamental assumption of this paradigm is that a 

pixel's interpretation depends only on its spectral attributes 

not. for exa mple, on its location in the picture or on the 

interpretation of neighbourin,g pixels. An essential requirement 

of such approach is that the classes be spectrally separable, 



and, moreover, that the class statistics are stationary over the 

i111aqe. Neither assumption holds for real i111ages •. When the 

classifier is asked to prono~nce on a pixel vhose signature 

falls within an overlapping area of tvo given classes it can 

only do so by making unreliable guesses. Por example, in an 

experiment performed at LARSl the classificati~n performance on 

a set of Landsat data was compared vith the performance on a 

data set collected by an airborne multispectr¼l scanner system 

with 11ore wavelength bands ove.r a wider region of the spectrum. 

The interesting result vas that the overall performance for the 

data set was nearly identical. classification performance of 

any technique based on the classification aodel depends largely 

on the degree of spectral separability of the classes of 

interest. If the classes of interest are spectrally similar 

then, using this approach, one cannot discriminate among them 

regardless of the amount of training data used, or the number of 

spectral bands available. 

1.~ Thf use of SI?atial information 

There have been seYeral attempts to use spatial information 

or, more generally, to introduce co~text-sensitivity into the 

interpretation of remotely sensed images. The majority of them 

are formulated within the classification paradigm. Usually some 

spatial features, sucb as texture, are computed for pixels or 

groups of pixels. These features are used as additional inputs 

to a point bv point classifier 1 2 • 

Several systems successfully eEploit the fact that 
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spatially adiacent pixels are more likely to belong to the saae 

class than distant pixels. Therefore the image is partitioned 

into "hoaoqeneous" groups of pixels which are considered as 

single entities and as such classified by a traditional 

classifier using spectral and spatial characteristics 3 •• 

Obviously techniques like these considerably reduce the nuaber 

of needed classifications but the total time required to process 

the entire image is often considerably augmented by the 

preprocessing procedures. Robertson for example reports an 

increased accuracy o~er the point by point classification by 

2.51, while the computing time increased by~ factor of 10. 

Others have used the same idea i .n devising techniques to 

postprocess the image after it has been first segmented by a 

point by point classifier. .Goldb@rg et al. s give a technique 

for relabelling each pixel using the spatial information 

contained in the surroundinq three-by-three region. Kan6 and 

Davis and Peet.7 give procedures which eliminate small regions in 

the scene. Postprocessing technigaes such as the above are 

expeciallT effective in improving the readability of a 

classified image. 

l•l a~~ll2 !AilY~i§ ~ng i!~~ understanding 

Starr and Mackvorth 8 used an approach that differed from 

most other Landsat systems. They identified different types of 

forest cover in a Landsat image. Traditional classification 

methods vere used to obtain an initial segmentation of the image 

into atomic regions. Then they·used Artificial Intelligence 
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r~qion merging techniques to merge regions with similar 

intensities. , ?he regi:>n merging process goes hand-in-hand vi th 

the interpretation process: regions with una11bigous 

interpretation are allowed to sequentially influence the 

interpretation of ambiqous regions. context sensitivity is thus 

introduced fro ■ the beginning into the interpretation process. 

Using this technique they shoved a 9~ improveaent in 

classification accuracy over the point hf point classifier, at a 

cost of increasing the computing ti•e by a factor of 3.5. 

This program is an application of an alternative approach 

that has recently emerged for machine interpretation of visual 

data within the field of Artificial Intelligence. The 

conventional approach to machine vision, on which the decision 

theo.retic classification model for Pattern Recognition is based, 

sees the interpretation phase of the whole recognition process 

as sequentiallf following the segmentation phase. on the other 

hand, the Artificial Intelligence a pproa::h (the £.!£1§ ~t 

E~[f§EtiQD paradigm for scene analysis 9 ) states that 

segmentation requires semantic information, interpretation, to 

be performed sensibly. Segmentation is interpretation and ~i£~ 

~r~~- To be meaningful seg entation needs to be driYen by a 

real world model, bttt such a model cannot be invoked without 

having first partially segmented the picture. Following this 

paradigm the vhole vision process becomes a cycle, alternatinq 

segmentation and interpretation. 
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1.~ Bii~!£~h!£~l i!~g! a1£Y£tY~~§ 

In the simplest application of Pattern Recognition to imaqe 

understanding, each pixel in the image is unifor ■ly processed in 

the course of iaterpretatioa. This approach is inefficient, at 

best, because not all the available detail is always necessary 

to interpret the image. The a■ount of detail that is needed 

strongly depends on the purpose of the study. 

This idea underlies soae multistage techniques vhich make 

sequential use of pictures at different scale in the analysis of 

remotely sensed data. , Nichols ~t §!••o, for example, described 

a three-stage sampling method usinq satellite and aircraft 

imagery and ground sampling. Information gathered at any staqe 

is used to direct the selection of samples at the successive 

lover stage. They used this technique to estimate the timber 

volume in a fo~est inventory application. At each stage timber 

volume estiaates are made from sampling units whose 

probabilities of selection in the sample are biased by a factor 

proportional to the corresponding predi=tea volumes, as 

interpreted from the previous smaller scale i ■aqery. This 

technique is shovn to be more efficient, in terms of cost, than 

purely randoa sampling because fever ground samples need to be 

taken. 

This sa ■e idea has been clearly stated and successfully 

exploited in some recent scene analysis work. 

Kellytt described an approach motivited by the idea of 

selectiYe attention. He considers an image of a human face and 

extracts a smaller picture from it. The idea is that this 
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reduced, lower resolution picture exhibits only the gross 

features of the face without the surrounding noise of the fine 

features. These features are therefore detected and used as a 

plan to find all the features in the original picture. 

Several authors baYe extended Kelly's idea on planninq. 

Tanimoto and Pavidlis• 2 described a 2Y~~mig structure capable of 

handling image processing at different levels. The structure 

consists in a sequence of matrices where every ■ atrix is a 

diqiti~ation of the picture at lower resolution than the 

previous matrix in the sequence. 

This pyramidal data structure was successfullf exploited by 

Levine' 3 to segment an outdoor scene. 

These programs, exploiting 

interpretation process, suggested 

planning in the image 

to us that elaborations of 

this technique could give us the spatial and meaning sensitivity 

of the interpretation- guided region merging technigqes of our 

earlier Landsat vork 8 without the associated high cost in CPU 

time. 

i. Using image mierarchies in rfil(ion finding 

A seg■entation obtained exploiting the pyramidal approach 

is in ihe spirit of the cycle of perception paradigm. The 

segmentation at every level gives a context to. and drives. the 

seqmentation at the level below. This observation. toqether 

with the previously mentioned aspect of computational efficency 

supporting the pianninq idea, suggested that, although current 

image and scene domains in Artificial Intelligence are typically 
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much simpler than those for a Landsat image, we could coabine 

the best features of the Pattern Recognition approach with these 

scene analysis techniques to interpret a Landsat scene. 

To test these ideas ve used a Landsat iaaqe of a forested 

area of Vancouver Island taken in Auqust 12, 1973 covering a 

ground area of 3.65 x 5.12 km. The same qround truth map and 

the saae modified ■axiaum likelihood classifier described by 

Starr and l!ackvorth were usea. The objective of the 

classification vas to identify regions of old growth (class 1), 

second growth (class 2), recent logging (class 3) and vater 

(class 4) • 

The original image is stored as a 64x64 array. This is 

level 1 in the data structure. The spectral signature of a 

pixel at level L+1 in the pyramid. is constructed by successivelv 

averaging the signatures of a square cell of four ad1acent 

pixels at level L. As the program works up the pyramid pixels 

in the middle of regions are averaged with pixels belonging to 

the sa■e class, while pixels on region boundaries are mixed 

together with pixels belonging to differeot classes. In 

statistical teras, areas composed of pirels that have equal 

probabilities of belonging to t,o or more classes expand as a 

result of the averaging process, while clusters of pixels that 

have a high probability of belonging to a single class shrink. 

One could build the pyramid until eventually getting to the 

highest level, vhich consists of one pixel vith a valqe for the 

feature vector equal to the average for the whole i ■age. But as 

one goes up in the pyramid the gross features (central areas) of 
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the small regions start disappearing until the noise of the 

boundaries eventually covers the whole iaaqe. An optimal level 

at which to stop building the pyramid can be evaluated by having 

an estimate of the average sizes of the classes of interest. In 

this case the saall lakes in the scene (average size 15 pixels) 

suggest usi.ng level 4 (2•= 16) as the top level. Incidentally, 

notice that this is the only operation vhic~ could not be 

automater1. In fact we need ~ 2Ii2Ii information (an 

interpretation!) to perform it. 

A labelling procedure is started with t~e application of 

the maximum likelihood classifier to the compressed picture at 

the top level of the pyramid. A pixel that gives a 'high 

enough' probability of belonging to one of the four classes of 

interest is labelled as strong, otherwise it is labelled as 
. 

ambigous. 

The segmentation proceeds dovn the pyramid from this level 

a level at a ti■ e until level 1 is reached. The stronq pixels 

at level L are the starting points of the region grovinq 

process. They are simply expanded into groups of four pixels at 

level L-1 .retaining the same label while anbigous pixels sent to 

level L-1 will be re-classified by the maximua likelihood 

classifier. Since there is a compression factor of .four betveeft 

two successiYe levels of the pyramid, every time a pixel is 

labelled as strong at level L, the total nu■ ber of pixels 

classified is reduced by ti< L-1 >-1 over the point by po.int. 

classifier. 

The first set of experiments with the pyramidal structure 
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is performed by going up to some level and then successively 

segaenting down to the highest resolution picture at level 1. 

The simple averaging operation going up the pyramid proves 

to be appropriate for homogeneous areas. But when the spatial 

transition froa one region to another is very abrupt, that is, 

when neighbouring pixels give a hiqh probability of me mbership 

to different classes, then the aYeraqing operation sometimes 

gives a resulting pixel whose value would lie in an unaabigous, 

but incorrect, area of the feature space. For eEa mple pixels 

resulting from the boundary between water (class 4) and forest 

(class 1 or 2l were often classified as recent logginq (class 3) 

in some higher level of the pyramid. To overcome this 

difficulty the value of the dispersion vector of each four pixel 

cluster is tested against a threshold vector before the 

averaging operator is applied as one goes fro• one leYel up to 

the next higher level. When abrupt changes alonq the boundaries 

are detected by the test, holes are created that are propagated 

upwards in the pyramid • . on the vay down the classification of 

these areas is delayed by the labelling alqoritha until the 

level at which the hole vas created is again reached. Opti■al 

global values for the dispersion thresholds are auto■atically 

computed by the classifier. 

The classifier so far described gives some improvement over 

the point by point classifier both in classification accuracy 

and in readability, that is, it gives a smaller final nu ■ ber of 

regions. 

processing 

This improvement is obtained without any increase in 

ti•e because the overhead used for building and 
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maintaining the pyramid is balanced by the smaller number of 

calls to the maximua likelihood classifier. 

Further context-sensitivity is introduced in the 

segmentation process by applying soae region merging and 

splitting techniques at any level in the pyra ■id. In 

considering these techniques remember that a pixel at level L 

actually represents a square region of side length 2<L-t> of the 

original picture. , 

The ia■ediate neighbourhood o.f each pixel in the image is 

scanned. A pixel already labelled as strong that does not have 

a sufficient number of neighbours belonging to its own class is 

considered to be possibly misclassified and therefore is sent to 

the next lover level to be classified again. Effectively. the 

square region in the original image corresponding to that pixel 

has been split into its four quadrants. , On the other hand, a 

Pixel whose probabilit, of membership for any class is not biqh 

enough for it to be classified as strong, but which has a large 

number of strong neighbours all belonging to the sa ■e class, has 

its classification influenced by theirs and is therefore merged 

in to that class. 

At the lowest level (highest resolution) of the pyramid a 

similar region aergiriq clean-ap procedure can be applied to 

clean up the final segmented image, eliminating the "salt and 

pepper" noise caused by the small and isolated regions. In the 

case of the pyramidal classifier this effect, which is otherwise 

almost completely eliminated as a side effect of the pyramidal 

structure, is partly reintroduced by the application of the test 
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that delays the classification of many pixels until the lowest 

level. 

1• B~fil!lt~ 

The pyramidal classifier was implemented in ALGOL i on an 

IBM 370/168 running under the Kichigan Terminal System. 

There are 36 regions in the qround truth aap. The 

stability of the maximum likelihood classifier was verified with 

different sets of training data. The size of the set varied 

from 5 to 201 of the total nu ■ber of pixels for each class. The 

correctness of the point by point classification varies from 73 

to 751; as expected, it slightly improves with an increase in 

the size of the training set. The experiments vith the 

pyramidal structure should be compared 'with a point by point 

correctness of about 741 and 220 regions, achieved in 8 seconds 

of CP(J time. 

At any level in the pyramid a pixel is labelled as strong 

if pmax > Ki(p1+p2+p3+p4)/100 where pmax=max(p1,p2,pJ,pq) is the 

maximum value for the probability density function for the four 

classes and Ki is a threshold at leTel i • . If a pixel is 

labelled as stronq at a level it is -classified at that level 

\ otherwise it is sent down to the next l:> ver level to be 

classified .. 

Kany experiments vere performed. They were intended to 

test the performance of the pyra■ id classifier in three crucial 

dimensions, mainly: efficiency, as expressed by the computing 
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time, accuracy, as expressed by the .fraction of pixels correctly 

classified, and readability, as expresse1 by the number of 

reqions remaining in the final output. For a complete 

presentation 

Catan-zariti 1 • •. 

and discussion of the following results see 

Up to four levels were used. The first experiments were 

performed using the straight pyra■ idal structure~ that is, 

without using the homogeneity test going up, and without doing 

any region aerginq. As expected, the thresholds Ki play an 

important role in the pyramidal classifier. The results shoved 

that the lower (less conservative) the values for the 

thresholds, the worse the correctness of the classification; on 

the other hand efficiency and readability improve (Table 1). 

TA~Jt.fl 1 

No.levels. K4 K3 K2 K1 Correctness" No.reqions CPU-time 

4 85 80 75 0 72 73 8.8 

4 80 75 75 0 71 60 8.4 

4 0 0 0 0 64 8 7.5 

3 - 90 85 0 75 140 9.5 

3 - 80 75 0 74 99 8.8 

3 0 0 o· 71 29 7.7 

2 0 0 76 70 7. 5 

Some test results obtained settioq different values for 
the level-thresholds and using different levels of the 
pyramid 

Notice that in the third of the cases shown in Table 1 the 
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pixels are classified only once, at the fourth (top» level of 

the pyramid. In other words only 64 pixels (1.81 of the total 

number of pixels) are classified in this =ase. Table 1 shows 

also some results obtained using three and two levels of the 

pyramid. A drastic i ■provement in readability is obtained while 

at the same time also improving slightly efficiency and 

accuracy. As already pointed out, 3 and 2 levels are more 

approp.riate than 4 levels for the particular scene under studv. 

It should be noted that the execution tiae is relatively 

independent of the nn ■ ber of levels used. The increased number 

of pixels to be classified when using fever levels is balanced 

by the smaller overhead required for building and maintaininq 

The next set of experiments vere intended to test the 

performance of the classifier including the test for hom6geneitv 

in the creation of the pyramid. 

obtained using four levels. 

Table 2 show some results 

K4 K3 K2 K1 Correctnessl No. regions CPU-time 

8.3 

8. 2 

a. s 

0 0 0 0 

90 80 0 O 

90 90 O O 

75 

76 

76.5 

124 

50 

60 

some test results obtained using four levels of the 
pyramid and applying the test at different levels 

Global values for the dispersion thresholds are automaticallv 
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computed by the classifier. The test. althouqh intentionally 

rough so as to be inexpensive, is very effective in stabilizinq 

the small regions in the image. Detail is not lost. The detail 

is •saved• while going up and is •recaptured' on the vay down 

the pyramid. This tiae even the straight classification in the 

four main classes at the fourth level out performs the point by 

point classifier (first case of Table 2). As expected, the test 

improves the classification accuracy but, as a side effect. 

reen troduces so11.e salt-and-pepper noise in the final output. In 

this case the clean-up final procedure becomes particularly 

effective. 

In the last set of e~periments the perfor ■ance of the local 

reqion merging and splitting procedures was tested at all levels 

in the pyraaid (Table 3). 

Correctnessl 

77 

79 

79.5 

No. regions 

100 

60 

31 

CPU time 

9.3 

21 

Some test results using the region merging 
and splitting techniques inside the 
pyramidal structure 

These results are not strongly dependent on the number of levels 

used. This is probably because some of the semantics used by 

these procedures is already implied in the use of the pyramidal 

structure. An improvement up to 61 in classification accuracy 
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is obtained over the point by point classification. The final 

number of regions left is close to the number of reqions in the 

ground truth map. The overall coaputing tiae is rarely more 

than twice the ti ■e taken b'., the point by point classifier. 

The efficiency and feasibility of a pyramidal structure 

have been extensively tested. on a typical Landsat image. In 

evaluating the results presented a few main points have to be 

taken in consideration. 

Often the results show small improvements in execution 

time, or in other words, in the total nu~ber of pixels 

classified. The scene under study was 64x64 pixels in size, 

while a full size picture has at least 2048x2048 pixels. The 

differences of few seconds of CPO time involved in the 

experiments herein described mar become severa 1 hours 11hen one 

or more full size pictures have to be classified. It takes 

about 8 hours to classify an entire Landsat scene on the 

I MAG E 10 0 l 5 • 

An important part of the execution time of the whole 

classification procedure in the pyramid structure consists on 
\ 

the time necessary to build the pyraaid (from tvo to three 

seconds in the 64x64 pixel image). ~his time could be 

significantly reduced by making use of special purpose parallel 

hardware in the pyramid representation. Co ■ pu ter systems 

connecting parallel hardwired arrays of processors to a serial 

computer system have been developed over the past few years. 
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Some of these devices are already at the experimental and 

marketing stage• 6 • A software system which makes use of large 

numbers of regular iterative parallel-serial operations, as is 

the case of the pyramidal classifier, can take enor■ous 

advantaqes of parallel-serial architecture and open totally nev 

perspectives to Landsat data classification. 

With regard to the main problem raised in this work, the 

correctness/readability/efficiency tradeoff, attempts to balance 

these different factors can be seen as attempts to balance 

different, often conflicting, points of view. , 

Prom the Artificial Intelligence point of view, as long as 

there is enough memory to contain all the infor■ation needed by 

the proqram, and as long as the execution time is kept to a 

reasonable level (less than 24 hours. sa Yl , efficiency is not the 

main concern. Rather the main concern is the performance of the 

proqram in the qiYen domain. The Artificial Intelliqence 

researcher seeks a procedure that can correctly and adequately 

recognize a qiven scene and be general enough to be used on 

other scenes. 

Proa the Remote sensinq point of view, on the other 

computational efficiency is the first requirement 

classification proqram that will probably be used 

production environment. 

hand, 

for a 

in a 

At other times, for example vhen producing forest inventory 

maps. readability becomes a priae factor, for a classified map 

with a salt-and-pepper appearance even if correctly classified 

is not too meaningful to the user. 
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The pyra11idal classifier here described can quickly 

classify a scene giving a very clean ana readable output with a 

correctness co■parable to or ma~kedly better than the 

correctness of the point by point classifier. But also any of 

the previously described points of view can be stressed by 

simply changing some parameters in the structure. One miqht 

either have a fast rough glance at the scene; one might 

efficiently classify the i11age to meet production require ■ents 

.better than a point by point classifier does, or one might use 

the pyramid as a fast segmentation component of a more 

intelligent image understanding system • . 
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